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MARKOV-DUFFIN-SCHAEFFER INEQUALITY FOR
POLYNOMIALS WITH A CIRCULAR MAJORANT

Q. I. RAHMAN AND G. SCHMEISSER

ABSTRACT. If p is a polynomial of degree at most n such that \p(x)\ <

Vl — x2 for — 1 < X < I, then for each k, max|p(*'(x)| on [—1,1] is maxi-

mized by the polynomial (i2 - l)Un-2(x) where Um is the mth Chebyshev

polynomial of the second kind. The purpose of this paper is to investigate if

it is enough to assume |p(x)| < \/l - x2 at some appropriately chosen set of

n + l points in [—1,1]. The problem is inspired by a well-known extension of

Markov's inequality due to Duffin and SchaefTer.

1. Introduction and statement of the results. Let us denote by || || the

maximum norm on [—1,1] and by 3°n the set of all polynomials of degree at most

n. It was proved by A. A. Markov in 1889 that if p G ̂ „ such that ||p|| < 1, then

||p'|| < n2. Equality is attained only for p(x) = ^Tn(x) where f-y| = 1 and

Tn(x) := cos(narccosx) = 2n_1 I[(a;-cos(I/_;j)_)

is the nth Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.   A. A. Markov's result was

extended by his brother W. A. Markov [7] as follows.

THEOREM A.   Ifpe3Bn such that ||p|| < 1, then

<»     i^'i^"c)-,v-1,'y,:?:^.r)(*-"')
for all fcGN.

In 1938 Duffin and SchaefTer [13] obtained a much shorter proof. Subsequently

[2] they also found the following remarkable refinement (for another proof see [3]).

THEOREM B.   The conclusion (1) of Theorem A holds, if only p€3Bn and

(2) |p(cos^7r/n)| < 1    for t/ = 0,1,...,n.

In addition they showed that if E is any closed subset of [-1,1] which does not

contain all of the points cos(i>7r/n), then there is a polynomial p G S?n bounded by

1 on E for which (1) is not satisfied.

Theorem B has applications in the theory of Lagrange interpolation. In partic-

ular it is used to construct optimally stable formulae for numerical differentiation

of functions / satisfying ||/|| < cc; see [1, 6].
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In 1970 P. Turan posed the following

Problem. Let pe3t>n such that

(3) |M|,:=    sup    JfffiL<l.
-KK1 Vl — X*

How large can ||p^|| be?

For fc = 1 the answer was given in [10], for fc = 2 in [8] and for arbitrary fcGN

in [9]. The complete result turned out to be

THEOREM C.   Letn>2 and peS^n such that ||p||, < 1.  Then

(4)     up^ii < q^i)=^ • 2n2'n4n_;fc+1-e^d)

for all fcGN, where

(5) Qn(x) := (x2 - l)Un_2(x)

and
TT   .  .       sin((m + 1) arccosz)
Um(x) := -—,-r-

sin(arccos x)

denotes the mth Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. In (4) equality is attained

only for p(x) = ^Qn(x) with |—y| = 1.

For later reference we mention that for fc = 1 the estiamte (4) is equivalent to

(6) ||p'||<2(n-l).

Since the time the case fc = 1 of Turan's problem was settled the question arose

if in view of Theorem B of Duffin and Schaeffer it would not be sufficient to require

that \p(x)\ < \/l — x2 holds only at n + 1 especially chosen points in [—1,1]. We

investigate this question in the present paper. The answer is somewhat surprising

in the sense that it is "no" for fc = 1 and "yes" for all fc > 1. More precisely, we

have

THEOREM 1.   Given any infinite triangular matrix

Xq Xy

(n) (n) n)
Xq Xj Xn

Vii ■•./
with nodes

-l<z0n) <x^ <---<4n) <1        (nGN)

there always exists a sequence of polynomials p G 3Bn and a sequence of points

rn G [—1,1] such that

(7) |p„(4"))|<(l-(x[/"))2)1/2   for v = 0,1,...,n

and

(8) |p^(rn)|>-(l-o(l))nlogn
7T

as n —y oo.

On the other hand we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM  2.   Let

/2i/-l    n\
(9) &:=-!,     Cn == 1    a«d    f„ := cos I ——   - I , v = 1,2,... ,n - 1.

//pG <S^n swc/i </ia<

(10) |p(?,)l<(l-e')1/2    /or * = 0,1,...,n,

t/ien

(11) l|p(fc)ll<^fc)(l)

/or fc = 2,3,...  and

(12) llp'll < (n-l) f-log(n-l)+3j = -(1 + o(l))nlogn

as n —y oo. Further, in (11) equality holds only if p(x) = ~iQn(x) where | —/| = 1.

REMARK 1. If E is any closed subset of [—1,1] which does not contain all of the

points fo> £ii • • • j £m then there is a polynomial p G &n such that

(13) |p(z)|< (l-z2)1/2    on£

for which (11) is not satisfied.

REMARK 2. If the polynomial p of Theorem 2 has real coefficients, then (11)

can be extended to

(11') \p{k)(x + iy)\<\Qik)(l + iy)\

for k = 2,3,..., x G [-1,1] and y G R.
REMARK 3. Theorem 2 may be used to construct optimally stable formulae for

numerical differentiation of functions / satisfying ||/||» < oo. Considering such a

class makes sense in the case of homogeneous boundary conditions /(—1) = /(l) =

0.
Finally, we mention the following

COROLLARY.   Under the hypothesis of Theorem B

|(1 - zVfc+1)(z) - 2xkpw(x) - k(k - l)p(fc_1)(x)| < nQ^j(l)

for all fc > 2 and x G [—1,1].

2. Lemmas. We shall need some of the results of Duffin and Schaeffer [2] which

we state as Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.

Lemma 1 [2, Lemma 1].  //

n

q(z) = cY[(z-xv)
1>=1

is a polynomial of degree n with n distrinct real zeros and if p G ^n such that

]p'(xu)]<\q\xv)\        (v=l,2,...,n),

then for k = 1,2,... ,n

\p<kHx)\<\qW(x)\

at the roots of q^k~^(x) = 0.
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LEMMA 2 [2, THEOREM I AND REMARK].   Letq(z) be a polynomial of degree

n with n distinct real zeros to the left of the point 1 and suppose that

\q(x + iy)\ < \q(l + iy)\    for (x,y) G [-1,1] X R.

Let p G S^n such that

\p'(x)\ < \q'(x)\    whenever q(x) = 0.

Then for fc = 1,2,... ,n

\pW(x)\<\qW(l)\   for x G [-1,1];

more generally

]p(k)(x + iy)] < \q^(l +iy)\    for (x,y) G [-1,1] x R,

if in addition p(x) has real coefficients.

LEMMA 3 [2, LEMMA III].   The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind satisfy

\Tn(x + iy)\ < \Tn(l + iy)]    for (x,y) G [-1,1] x R.

LEMMA 4.   The polynomials Qn(x) in (5) satisfy

(14) ]Q'n(x + iy)\<\Q'n(l+iy)\   for (x,y) 6 [-1,1] x R.

PROOF. Let xy G (0,1]. It follows from Lemma 3 together with an elementary

geometric consideration that

]Tn-y(x + iy)\ < |Tn_i(l - xy +x + iy)]    for x > xy.

Hence the polynomials

R(a;z) := aTn-y(z) + Tn-y(l - Xy + z)

do not vanish in the half-plane {z G C: Rez > xy} whenever |a| < 1.   By the

theorem of Gauss-Lucas the same must be true for

S(a;z):=z1-^-^£(z^-1^R(a;z))

= a((n-l)2Tn_y(z) + zT'n_y(z))

+ (n-l)2Tn.y(l-Xy + z) + zT'_y(l-Xy+z).

Setting z = Xy + iy this implies

(15) ](n-l)2Tn-y(xy+iy) + (xy+iy)T'n_y(xy+iy)\

<\(n-l)2Tn-y(l + iy) + (xy+iy)T'n_y(l+iy)\.

Obviously

Tn-y(l + iy)

W-    (n-l)*Tn-y(l + iy)

is a point in the right half-plane. Therefore

|1 + (xy + iy)w\ < |1 + (1 + iy)w\

and hence the right-hand side of (15) is majorized by

\(n - l)2Tn_, (1 + iy) +(1 + iy)rn_y(l + iy)].

Since

we have verified (14) for x G (0,1]. By symmetry the result extends to x G [—1,0)

and by continuity to x = 0.
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LEMMA 5. Let p G 3Bn such that (10) is satisfied. Then at the roots ofQn(x) =

0

rn        ip'ixhsiqmi^2'"-" «;=f. n
(n-l %fUn-2(x) = 0.

// equality is attained at one of the roots, then it is attained at all of them and

p(x) = ~iQn(x) with hr| = 1.

PROOF. Let R(z) := (z2 - l)Tn-y(z). Then

R'(z) = (n-l)Qn(z) + 2zTn-y(z)

and hence

(17) «'(x)=(2lT"-'W,_    i,Q"W = °-

By Lagrange interpolation with nodes £n. £i.cj„ we obtain

since p(£o) = p(Z.n) = 0. Differentiation yields

Using (17) we find

Of course, the same representation must be true with p(x) replaced by Qn(x). Since

Qn($u)/R'(Zv) = ^~r (t/ = l,2,...,n-l)

we see that at the roots of <5n(x) = 0 the ratio p'(x)/Q'n(x) is a convex linear

combination of the numbers (n - l)p(£„)/.R'(c;„) (u = 1,2,..., n - 1) which are

of modulus at most 1 by (10) and (17). This proves the inequality in (16) and

the statement about occurence of equality. The values of Q'n(x) at the roots of

Qn{x) = 0 are easily calculated.

3. Proofs of the results.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. To simplify the notation we omit the upper index of

the nodes. We distinguish three cases.

Case 1. Set en := l/(2n2 log n) and suppose there is more than one node in

one of the intervals [—1, -1 + en] and [1 - e„, 1].

Without loss of generality we may assume xo^i G [—1, — 1 + en]. Then, by the

Lagrange interpolation formula there exists a polynomial p G 3Bn such that

P(xo) = \Jl-xl, p(xy) = -yjl-xl
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and p(x„) =0 (v = 2,3,..., n). Thus (7) is satisfied, but

p(xy)-p(x0)       y/l-x2       d  i   r--\ 2
-   > -— >—   vl-i > -nlogn

Xy - Xq Xy + 1 dx  \ / x=-l+e„        IT

for large n. Hence, by the mean value theorem there exists a point r G [xo, xi] such

that p'(r) > (2n/7r)logn.

Case 2. Suppose that the nodes xy,x2,. ..,xn-y all lie in the interval ( — 1 +

£„, 1 — £„). Denote by

the fundamental functions of Lagrange interpolation with respect to these nodes

and suppose that

(18) max   ]Lj(x)]>rt>    for one j G {1,2,... ,n - 1}.
—1<X<1

In this case we find with the help of Markov's inequality that |-Lj(x)| > n5/2 on

a subinterval of [-1,1] of length at least l/(2n2). Now already a crude estimate

shows that the jth Lagrange fundamental function for the complete set of nodes,

namely
n

t    - TT  x — XuL3~  11   ,._-
„=0 Xj        Xu

v¥"j

attains a value of modulus bigger than n3/8 at a certain point r G [—1,1]. Since

Xj G (-1 + £„, 1 - £„) we have

yJl-x2j\Lj(T)\>n2/(8logn).

Hence, for the polynomial p(x) := ,   1 — x2L3(x) which satisfies (7) we have

P(r) ~p[Xo)   =   -^L   >PM>n]ogn:
r — xo r — xo 2

and consequently (8) holds.

Case 3. We assume that neither Case 1 nor Case 2 holds. Then, in particular

(19) max   \Lj(x)\ < n5    for j = 1,2,...,n - 1.

Writing now xu = cos 9V (v = 0,1,..., n) with 0 < 0V < ir it follows from a result

of Erdos [5, Theorem 2 or 3] that because of (19) the angles 0y,02,... ,0n-i are

asymptotically uniformly distributed; more precisely, for 0 < a < 0 < rr we have

(20) Y*    1-t—^-n  <clog2n

a<6v<0

with a constant c > 0. Now define L(x) = O"=o(a; _ x") an<^ 'et tne n0<^e xv- De

chosen such that

(21) |L'f>M)| > \V(xv)]       (v = 0,l,...,n).
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If p(x) is any polynomial of degree n, we may represent it by the Lagrange interpo-

lation formula with respect to the nodes xo,Xy,...,xn and find after differentiation

(22) v'(x )-P(xn)L"(*n)  ■ y-p(3. )L'M l

irjtp.

Since a polynomial of degree n can be required to assume prescribed values at n +1

different points we can (in view of (21) and (22)) find p G 3Bn satisfying (7) such

that _

v=0  '    ^

We are now going to estimate

gj£3j and 52= -  yr^|
l/=0   ^       X,/ ^ = M+1      " M

from below. Setting

^:-^+i^log3n        (j = 0,±l,±2,...)

it follows from (20) that for j = 0, ±1, ±2,... each of the intervals Ij := [tpj, tpj+y]

which is contained in [0,7r] contains at least (1 - c/logn)log3n of the angles

By,... ,0n-i- Hence

Si>fl-f^)log3nE/       /in^
\       log n / ^—' cos f/M - cos <pj

where the prime indicates that the summation extends only to those j > 0 for

which Ij C [0,7r]. Using monotonicity we find

i",    •*    v^'        sin ipi [*        sin tp
-log3nV-—fSl->/-—E-dtp
n *—' cos Op — cos tpj     Jpl cos 0,1 — cos tp

1 + COS 0a
= log-<*-

cos 0^ — COSV^l

provided tpy < ir. Therefore

c      n (,        c   \ , 1 +cos BuSy > -     1 --     fog-ff—
n \       logn J       cosf/^ — cos^i

if tpy < 7t and Sy > 0 otherwise. Analogously we obtain

o "-   / C     \ , 1 -COSfL
S2 > -   1 - :-   log-tL-r

■K  \ logn J COStp-y - COSVfi

ii tp-y > 0 and S2 > 0 otherwise. Adding the lower bounds of Si and S2 a careful

analysis involving standard trigonometric formulae shows that in any case

Sy+S2 > -(l + o(l))nlogn
IT

for large n. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem 2 and justification of Remark 2. Suppose (10) is satisfied and

p(x) ^ 7<2„(x) whenever |-y| = 1. Then by Lemma 5 there exists a constant c > 1

such that

c|p'(x)| < \Q'n(x)\    whenever Qn(x) = 0.

By Lemma 1

c|p"(x)| < |g'n(x)|    whenever Q'n(x) = 0.

Taking Lemma 4 into account we may apply Lemma 2 with q(z) := Q'n(z) and p(x)

replaced by p'(x). Now (11) and (11') follow immediately.

Let us now verify (12). Denoting by A„(x) the fundamental functions of Lagrange

interpolation with respect to the nodes

nv := - cos I ——- j (u = 0,1,...,n-l)

we have
n-l

p'(x) = ^p'(n,)A1/(x).

i/=0

Since no = -1, nn_i = 1 whereas all other points nv are zeros of f/n_2(x) we may

apply Lemma 5 and obtain

(23) ]p'(x)\<(n-l)(My+2M2)

where
n-l

My :=   max    >    |A^(x)|
-1<X<1 *-~f

and

M2:=   max   (|A0(x)| + |An_1(x)|).
—i<i<i

It is shown that in [4] that

1     V-1 /2L-1    tt\
My <- >   cot- • -    .

n-1^       Vn-1     A J
u=y

An explicit bound for the right-hand side is deduced in [11, pp. 17-20] which yields

2
(24) Mi <-log(n-l) + l.

Finally, we calculate

(25) M2=    max     ^p^\  (|x-l| + |x + l|) = l.
-1<X<1    lUn-2(l)

Now (12) follows from (23)-(25).

Justification of Remark 1. Suppose £, ^ E. Ii j = n, then for sufficiently small

£ >0

P{X) := V 2TeQn {-2-J

satisfies (13), but |p(fc)(l)| > Qh  (1).  Of course, we can argue similarly if j = 0.

Suppose now 0 < j < n. Then for a sufficiently small 6 > 0

EC [-1, & - *1 U [&■ +6,1]=: E'.
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Defining

fl(a:):=(a;2~1):r"~l(X),    S(e,x) := Qn(x) + sR(x)
x-£j

and
„        . /  S(E,x)/s/T^r2      ifxG(-l,l),
f{£,x) : = \   „ -f ,,

( 0 lf x = ±1

we see that /(0, x) attains its maximum modulus on E' at the points £1,..., fy-i,

£j+u--->fn-i- Hence for small £ > 0 the function f(e,x) attains its maximum

modulus on E' at a point £(e) which is close to one of these points, say £; where

I £ {0,j,n}. Calculating the root of f'(e,x) = 0 which lies closest to & we find

Z(£) = ti+0(e)

and

|/(£,e(e))| = l + 0(£2)    as£^0.

Hence

p(x):=S(e,x)/\f(e,t(e))\

satisfies (13) but

ip(fc)(i)i = (QW(i)+£i?W(i))/i/(£,e(£))i

= QW(l) + eRW(l) + 0(e2)   as e - 0.

This shows that (11) is not true for small positive e.

Justification of Remark 3. Let Ci [—1,1] be the space of all j times continuously

differentiable functions on [—1,1] such that /(±1) = 0 endowed with the norm

|| • ||*. Denote by

Ln[f] :=L(x0,...,xn)[f]

the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of / with respect to the nodes xq,. .. ,xn.

In "numerical differentiation"

Lnk)[f](x) := £kLn]f](x)        (l<k<j)

is used as an appropriate value of f(k~>(x). The "global stability" of the operator

Lnk): f ■-> L(k)]f] for the space &[-l, 1] is determined by (cf. [12])

||4«||. := sup{||4fc>[/]||/||/||.: / * 0,/ € C,[-l, 1]}.

In fact, if /, / G Ci]-1,1], then

l4fc)[/](x)-4fc)[/]WI<ll4fc)IU-ll/-/ll.

for x G [-1,1]. Hence by Theorem 2 we have optimal stability (i.e. ||L„ ' ||» becomes

smallest) for the nodes (9) and

ll4fc)IU = Q{nHl) = 0(n2k~l)    for fc > 1

whereas
2

II4II* = _(I +o(l))nlogn   as n —► oo.
7T
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With respect to the norm || • || which ignores zeros at ±1 we have to employ Theorem

B and get bigger values for the corresponding quantities. Notice also that zeros at

±1 can be created by replacing / by

/.(*) := f(x) - f(-l) - —^(HI) - f{-l)).

PROOF OF  COROLLARY.  If p satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem B, then by

Lemma IV in [2] the polynomial

(,--iyM
vw n-l

satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Now applying (11) with p replaced by q we

obtain the desired inequality.
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